Black bone button with nose in the shape of a whale fluke,
from an OBS II context, 3.9 cm.

This button may be a representation of Kasak, the "master" of the whales, being the Eskimo
counterpart of the Chukchi leather masks used at festivals in honor of Keretkun, the Spirit of the Sea
and the "master" of all sea animals (see copy below of Bogoras, 1909, for “Ka'cak” and “Kere’tkun”).
Kasak was apparently a zooanthropomorphic deity, as can be inferred from the evidence of later
masks that combined the features of both whale and man. According to Ivanov (1975, p. 6) it was
also quite natural that the Spirit of the Sea should be depicted as a huge monster with a black face.
By comparing the front with the back of the button (which has no glossy patina covering its clearly
detailed bone structure) it is apparent that the face has been deliberately blackened, and that the
color is not a result of the soil conditions in which the button was buried.
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on tightly drawn ropes, appear as the object of the ceremony. A ceremonial
of this kind is usually performed before starting on a trading-expedition.
Some Maritime families bring sacrifices also to the new moon, as was
described for the Reindeer people. The drawing Fig. 270 represents such
a sacrifice. People are slaughtering a dog. Numerous vessels with food are
standing on the ground. I was told, however, that the people who brought
the sacrifice were the "people
of spell. ~ 1 The other dog in
the drawing is also a "dog of
spell, ~ made of human excrement.
Ceremonial of Kere'tkun.. The ceremonial of Kere'tkun
is more complicated, and lasts
two, three, and even five days
as many nights, the natives
(or
00
are wont to say) for each
family. In some villages, for
instances in Nu'nligren, the
ceremonial of Kere'tkun alternates with that of his "assistant~ every five years.
The
term of five years or days is
Fig. 270. Chukchee Sketch representing Sacrifice to the New Moon.
mentioned also in connection
with other ceremonials and rites. 2 The ceremonial of the "assistant~ is much
more simple, and lasts only over night. The details of it are similar to those
of the "genuine thanksgiving. ~
As a general rule, the performance of the ceremonial of Kere'tkun varies
greatly, according to the degree of wealth of the performers. The poorer
families observe it in avery hurried way, and the performance rarely continues longer than one night; while with the richer families it lasts several
days, and is an important event for the w'hole neighborhood. The reason
for this difference is pre-eminently the fact that large quantities of food are
necessary for its celebration.
This rule is applicable to all important ceremonials of the Maritime
people. Only the richer people - the boat-owners, those who have had
good success in the hunt - arrange great feasts that last several days, and
attract numerous guests. The feasts of the richer families must not occur
simultaneously, but so that the nearest neighbors at least can visit them all,
each in turn . The time for the ceremonials of the poorer people is of no
consideration. They may take place on any day, by threes. or fours, and no
I

Compare Chapter XVI.

2

Compare Chapters XVI and XVII.
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on only, while the woman dances before him. . He must provide a reindeer~
skin, .however, to spread on the ground under her feet while she is dancing.
While the dance is being performed, the other dancers remain quiet, and
look on together with the spectators. After the dance, the man must give
some present to the woman; and the following night they sleep together,
leaving their respective mates to arrange matters between themselves. On
the next day, the husband of the woman, and the wife of the man, perform a
similar dance, in which the man gives an equivalent of the present of the
day before; and each newly-mated couple sleeps together for another night.
Such dances are arranged chiefly among cousins or other relatives, who, among
the Chukchee, frequently assume the bond of compound marriage. Conversely,
a new bond of compound marriage may be concluded through a tradingdance. This is ' closely analogous to the customs of the Alaskan Eskim'o as
described by Nelson; 1 but with the Chukchee an exchange of wives leads, as
~ rule, to the lasting bond of compound marriage, or to what ' is so. called.
So often is this the case, that even the women who mix with the sailors from
whaling-ships consider them their husbands by compound marriage. Among
the Chukchee, ' clandestine intercourse with another man's wife is called by the
same name. When the affair first comes to the knowledge of the husband,
a quarrel may ensue; but an amicable adjustment is soon brought about by
a bond of compound marriage.
CEREMONIALS OF ASIATIC ESKIMO. Ceremonial of Ka'cak. Among
the Asiatic Eskimo the ceremonial of the winter is connected in most villages,
not with Kere'tkun, but with the Big-Woman. Some families in the villages
Wute'en and I'wtun, however, connect the ceremonial with Kere'tkun, who
is called by . them Ka' cak. The name of Ka' cak as identical with Kere'tkun
is known also in Ufii'sak and on St. Lawrence Island. In Ufii'sak, some
families are said to perform a simple "genuine thanksgiving" ceremonial
analogous to that of the Maritime Chukchee. The ceremonial of Ka' cak or of
Big-Woman is performed .with the same details as that of Kere' tkun among
the Chukchee. Even the net, the wooden birds, and the painted paddles 2 are
of exactly the same character. The differences have already been referred.
The most important of them is the complete replacement of the ceremonial
fire by the lamp.
E£der-Duck Ceremon£al. - There is also the so-called "eider-duck ceremonial," in which, besides the usual net with wooden sea-gulls, is a net
(Fig. 280) supported by a long pole painted over with patterns of straight
Jines. Wooden images of eider-ducks (Fig. 280, a), which, however, do not
differ markedly fro~ the sea-gulls mentioned before, may move on a special
loop along separate lines of leather. Each line is held by one person, who,
I

Nelson, p. 360; cum pare also p. 384.

• Compare Fig. 277, p. 397.

